Treasury Transformation
Exploiting the Potential of Corporate
Treasury for a Sustainable Competitive
Advantage

Digitalization and centralization of Corporate Treasury
are key drivers to improve the visibility over funds and
risks on the premise of streamlined processes in order
to meet the requirements of a fast changing and
interconnected global business environment.
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Introduction
Current Trends in Corporate
Treasury
• Becoming value-adding
strategic partners to the
CFO and other business
areas based on digitalization as key driver
• Focusing on liquidity risk
management
• Enhancing of governance
and control over domestic
and international financial
functions
• Improving cost and
efficiency of Treasury
activities
• Driving working capital
improvement initiatives
• Ensuring regulatory
compliance
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Boosting global business activities comes with the requirement of
competitive advantages, a broad set of competences and efficient
processes. However, competitive advantages are temporary, as
competitive forces in a free market economy drive them to become
industrial standard practices. This requires adaptive organizations
to continuously adjust their business models and to improve
internal processes. With an ever growing global footprint, many
corporations have become overspecialized and compartmentalized, resulting in replicated processes driving up labour costs and
inefficiencies in a variety of corporate functions including Finance.
Thus, the need to actively manage competences and processes
also implies the requirement for Finance and therefore Treasury to
adapt and develop further. In this regard, the combination of
centralization and digitalization of Corporate Treasury reveals the
potential to eliminate inconsistencies, duplicated processes and a
lack of visibility over resources and risks. This is crucial in order to
appropriately reflect the requirements of an interconnected and
fast changing global environment.
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Trends and the Changing Role of Corporate Treasury
Internal Finance organizations increasingly become strategic partners rather than mere information
providers and support strategic decision-making with deep analysis of various options and their
potential outcomes. Globalization has an impact on the scope of tasks and responsibilities of Corporate
Treasury. With a holistic view of the global financial supply chain, Treasury departments are deeply
involved in the strategic framework of organizations and become an anchor point of the corporation.
Challenges and requirements from a fast changing and widely interconnected environment demand the
corporate treasurer to be a value adding working capital manager to the business, pro-actively providing
a holistic base for strategic decision-making. Thus, aside administrative activities with a focus on
business reporting and transactional activities, treasurers are required to operate as internal advisors to
other functions and business units. In this regard, digitalization is fundamental to enable Finance and in
particular Treasury functions to implement sophisticated data processing methods to facilitate analysis
and decision-making, creating an effective environment with high quality data.

Today’s role of Corporate
Treasury extends traditional activities in terms of
cash management, payment
processing, hedging and
financial risk management
towards a strategic view on
the entire company and its
long term needs, in order to
meet requirements of a
heterogeneous and complex
business environment.

Benefits of a Centralized Corporate Treasury
Organization
With a consequent promotion of digitalization, centralized Treasury has the potential to combine
the evolving strategic role of the treasurer with demands of an adaptive organization, that responds
to challenges faced by the entire corporation. Centralized Corporate Treasury can create greater visibility
over cash balances based on streamlined processes for enhanced control and optimization.

Reduced risk of
mismanagement
and fraud via the
system based application of guidelines
and controlling
processes

Prevention of
duplicated processes
and manual input
based on integrated
Treasury Management Systems

Transparency
and control over
global liquidity
positions leading to
a holistic view of
global risk
exposures

Benefits
of Corporate
Treasury
Centralitzation

Full audit
control through
uniform application
of standards

Reduction of
transaction costs
and times based on
a rationalization of
trading operations

In the course of continuous digitalization, the
centralization of Corporate
Treasury activities provides
the opportunity to increase
transparency and control over
financial resources and risk
exposures, allowing the
treasurer to establish a
holistic view of the company’s
financials and add value to
the business.

Optimization
of investment
returns and financing costs via the
consolidation of
bank accounts

The centralization of Corporate Treasury activities provides the opportunity to increase transparency
and control over financial resources and risk exposures, allowing the treasurer to establish a holistic view
of the company’s financials. The development from a decentralized Treasury structure over Shared
Service Centers and Treasury Centers towards a fully centralized Treasury organization including
In-house banks supports the business case for Treasury Transformation in terms of higher efficiency in
the allocation of funds, process automation and the access to real time information across a wide range
of geographic areas, market places and time zones.
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Digitalization as Enabling Factor for the Transformation
of Treasury Activities
In order to exploit the potentials of Treasury Transformation, digitalization is essential. Digital technology offers an unprecedented opportunity to not only adapt Finance organizations and processes but
also their role. Digital platforms enable the immediate availability of data and reduce time spent on
compiling data and reports dramatically. Furthermore, they are a cornerstone for automation of routine
tasks within daily Treasury operations as well as for the connection with internal and external business
partners closing the gap to the business and leveraging the strategic role of the Finance function.
Treasury Transformation
comes at a cost
Highly centralized Treasury
functions can add considerable value to the overall
business if the respective
corporation can accommodate the necessary effort
tied to the transformation
program itself.

Analytical and business decision support capabilities of the Treasury team are fundamentally driven by
real-time and mobile availability of accurate data regarding cash positions and risk exposures. In this
regard, integrated Treasury Management Systems must provide a central information hub as well as the
integration of Treasury processes, banks, external trading platforms and other service providers. This
ensures a ”single source of truth” for global Treasury and the application of uniform methods in terms of
forecasts, predictive analytics and drill-down possibilities preventing the development of duplicated and
isolated solutions in subsidiaries. On this basis, strategic activities and decisions can be handled on a
global level with information provided by subsidiaries, leveraging the synergies from consolidated
activities and funds with the connection to regional or even local markets. Hereby, the input provided by
regional and local experts can be supported by distributed ERP system scenarios, direct capturing of
forecast information in a central Business Intelligence solution or automated feeding of the central
information hub via direct file import from subsidiaries. This in turn also allows for the implementation
of streamlined processes as well as global standards and guidelines for internal control and limitation of
risks such as fraud and mismanagement, as well as the optimization of investment returns and financing
costs.

Critical Factors of Corporate Treasury Transformation
The implementation of a new Treasury organization structure is complex and demanding in terms of
company resources and time. Centralization initiatives are extensive processes rather than a simple
decision. A variety of factors has to be taken into consideration before embarking on Treasury centralization initiatives. Each organization is different and the decision for centralization should be made in the
wider context of the overall business strategy, and not by simply emulating other corporations’
approaches. Individual business characteristics also implicate individual barriers for further consolidation of Treasury activities. Many activities are subject to deviating regulatory backgrounds and standards, requiring corporations to conduct cash management, intercompany netting and cash pooling
mostly on a regional level. Even highly centralized treasuries of multinationals with global In-house
banking structures rely on regional cash pools instead of directly pooling cash on a global level. In this
respect, regional cash pools are used in transition to consolidate cash in the respective currencies in
order to bypass the prevailing difficulties of harmonizing cash from heterogeneous regulatory environments. Additionally, considering the high degree of decision-making competence and control over cash
resources as well as funding decisions of local entities in a decentralized Treasury organization, it is likely
that the resistance to give up control over local funds also has a negative impact on the business case of
centralization initiatives of corporations. Thus, tailored solutions facilitated by a proven change management approach are vital in order to realize the entire potential of a centralized organizational structure
by addressing external conditions such as regulations as well as internal barriers and political resistance.
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Critical Factors of Corporate Treasury Centralization
Clear communication of vision and
objectives of the Treasury Transformation to relevant subsidiaries and
respective managers to minimize
potential resistance and ensure
compliance to internal policies.

Clear requirements on the structure
of the centralized Treasury organization to ensure a transparent and
conclusive business case.

Standardization and automation to
ensure efficiency as well as scalibility
of processes and a reduction of
central workload.
Enrichment of central treasury expertise by local market knowledge to
address specific country requirements and market practices.
Detailed analysis of local conditions
to support the relocation of Treasury
and Shared Service Centers and
imination of local tasks.

Centralized

Decision-making Competence

Decentralized

Alignment of the transformation
program with the overall corporate
strategy to ensure a uniform
objective and compliance with
external requirements.

Harmonized
Treasury /
In-house Bank

Group Wide
Harmonization

Strategic
Consolidation

Treasury Center

Transactional
Optimization

Shared Service Center

Decentralized
Treasury

Localization

Local

Regional

Availability of necessary infrastructure and systems to provide
real-time information, analytical
capabilities and connection to
transaction channels.
Senior Management buy-in for
sustainable support during the
transformation process.

Execution
Global

Identification and evaluation of
regulatory limitations to ensure
economic viability of the centralization initiative and compliance
with regulations.
Continuous monitoring and management of operational risks related to
the transformation process to
prevent organizational failure.
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BearingPoint’s Approach to Reshape Organizations
BearingPoint has a long-lasting track record in establishing and reshaping organizations as well as in
Treasury solution implementation across various industries. Our consulting team has a comprehensive
understanding of the financial management and is well familiar with the business and requirements of
Corporate Treasury organizations.

Assessment of
the As-Is situation

Evaluation

Objectives
definition

Messures
definition

Implementation

The basis for the
reshaping of your
Treasury organization is
our detailed assessment
of your current situation
and business readiness in
context of the future
development of your
business environment.
This includes a structured
analysis of the state of
development of Corporate Treasury functions
and processes based on
interviews with Treasury
representatives.

Our evaluation of your
As-Is situation allows for
an identification of available resources in terms
of infrastructure and
staff, as well as for the
specification of limitations (external/internal)
and potentials for standardization and rationalization of Treasury activities. This forms the base
for a comprehensive and
conclusive business case
for the transformation of
your Treasury organization.

Based on a holistic view
over your Treasury related resources and the
organizational structure
of Corporate Treasury, we
will define clear requirements on the future organization and related
processes. This in turn is
the basis for the derivation of the desired centralization level for the
Treasury organization.

In order to develop a
roadmap for the centralization of Treasury activities to the defined level
including a detailed
process design as well as
a lean and efficient
structure, we specify
appropriate measures and procedures
that consider all relevant
critical factors as well as
your individual business
needs and strategy.

To ensure that all measures are applied as
envisaged and the new
organizational structure
is accepted, we also
support the implementation and stabilization
of the new organizational
structure and associated
processes of your
Corporate Treasury
function. This includes an
integrated change
management approach
including stakeholder
analysis, tailored target
group communication,
workshops and training.

Our approach to reshape organizations provides an holistic conceptual and implementation framework
and ensures sustainable and measurable results including:
• As-Is analysis and business readiness assessment
• Validation and redefinition of Treasury guidelines, standards and KPIs
• Compliance with regulatory requirements and internal guidelines
• Effective management and streamlined processes
• Change impact analysis on processes and stakeholders
• Target group tailored communication
• Improved transparency and information flow within the organisation
• Review and recommendation regarding Treasury solutions and technical infrastructure
• Flexible reporting and analysis capabilities via integrated Treasury Management Systems (TMS)
• Advanced planning (including predictive analytics) and simulation capabilities
• Assurance of timely and consistent data due to a “single source of truth” approach
• Functional and technical staff trainings
With this approach, Corporate Treasury is enabled to become a real business partner to business
units as well as the CFO, effectively addressing the needs of the organization and proactively
facilitating the necessary adaption with respect to the changing complex environment.
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Partner
svatopluk.alexander@bearingpoint.com
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About BearingPoint
BearingPoint consultants understand that the world of business
changes constantly and that the resulting complexities demand
intelligent and adaptive solutions. Our clients, whether in commercial
or financial industries or in government, experience real results when
they work with us. We combine industry, operational and technology
skills with relevant proprietary and other assets in order to tailor
solutions for each client’s individual challenges. This adaptive approach
is at the heart of our culture and has led to long-standing relationships
with many of the world’s leading companies and organizations. Our
global consulting network of more than 10,000 people serves clients in
over 75 countries and engages with them for measurable results and
long-lasting success.
For more information, please visit: www.bearingpoint.com

www.bearingpoint.com

